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FEATURED GAMESFEATURED GAMESFEATURED GAMES

January 2023

31st
JANUARY 2023

Lunar Rabbit
100 Lucky Sevens





HIGHLIGHTS 
›   Lunar Rabbit Box Features
›   Random gifts
›   Super Sized symbols
›   Charge Metre with Total Win Multipliers 
›   Cascading slot with 7x7 grid 

     

STORY 
It’s a balmy evening on Chinese 
New Year and we’re celebrating 
the start of the year of the rabbit. 
There’s magic in the air as lit Chinese 
lanterns adorn the dark blue sky and 
fireworks explode, colouring up the 
sky. Make way for the star of the 
Spring Festival, the impressive and 
enormous Wild Jade Rabbit!

January
2023

31st



LUNAR RABBIT VISUALS



STORY
Enjoy this classic 5x4-reel fruit game with 100 lines and a simple 

yet modern look and feel, produced in collaboration 
with UniBit studio.

Volatility: Medium

RTP: 96.7%

31st
JANUARY

2023
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February 2023

28TH
February 2023

Pirate’s Pearl Megaways

7th
February 2023

Frozen Joker





HIGHLIGHTS 
›   Frozen Wheel of Fortune with max
   multiplier of 500x
›  Full screen of the same symbols triggers 
    Frozen Wheel of Fortune
›   Icy Jester Girl triggers Respin on reels
    1 & 2 when she lands on 3rd reel 
›   Frozen Sticky Jokers
›   Landing 5 Scatters awards Free Spins

STORY 

The Jokers are returning to spice 
up your chilly winter days and 
nights. Their warm-spirited 
entertainment will melt the ice and 
usher in the warmer spring weather 
while dishing out those Total Win 
Multipliers to increase your wins by 
up to 500x! 

FEBRUARY
2023

7th



FROZEN JOKER VISUALS



STORY
Embark on this thrilling sea adventure and join the ruthless 

pirates as they search for the greatest pearl of the South Sea 
in this second Megaways™ game from GameArt. 

HIGHLIGHTS 
› 117,649 potential Megaways™ to win

› 3+ Treasure chests trigger Free Spins 
with unlimited multiplier

› Gamble feature with chance to double or 
loose Free spins

›  Sail Away feature removes all low 
paying symbols from the screen

› Pirate Respins: 3 Respins with 
increasing Megaways™

› Ocean Battle: Sink the enemy ship to 
win huge multipliers x total bet

28th
FEBRUARY

2023
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March 2023

28TH
MARCH 2023

Money Farm MegawaysTM



STORY
Animal madness is on the rise as the famous Money Farm 

chicken returns in a Megaways™ version with 117,649 ways 
to win. This is a 6x6 slot matrix with an added reel that spins 
horizontally at the top of the slot. The animals rule the roost 
here, but don’t let that stop you from getting a hold of that 

precious golden egg to unlock great rewards.

HIGHLIGHTS 
› 117,649 Megaways™ to win

› Win Mill feature 

› Mystery Reveal symbol

› 4+ Scatters award Free Spins with Multipliers

28th
MARCH

2023



STORY
This is a safari like no other. Set off on an overland journey to 
observe the animals and gems of wild Africa. Experience the 

beauty the vast landscapes have to offer while collecting top-grade 
coloured gemstones including the Great Star of Africa diamond. 

HIGHLIGHTS 
› 3+ Scatters pay anywhere on the reels

› 2+ Wilds pay a separate prize when on a winning line

› Wild & Scatter combinations on reels 1 & 5 trigger 
Bonus Feature

› Total bet multiplied x2 before Bonus game starts

› 15 Free Spins triggered in Bonus game

› Random Multipliers up to x10 awarded in Free Spins

› 5 Free Spins can be retriggered in Free Spins 

TBC
RELEASE DATE


